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Abstract

Soil organic carbon cycling depends on the presence and catalytic functionality of extracellular proteins. The mineral matrix has the capacity to enhance, maintain or impede this functionality through a variety of mechanisms. The goal of this research was to identify some of the mechanisms involved in determining the role of the mineral matrix towards proteins. To this end, we adsorbed Beta-Glucosidase (BG) and Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) on the phyllosilicate kaolinite and the manganese oxide acid birnessite at pH 5 and pH 7. The protein-mineral samples were then subjected to gradual energy inputs equivalent to an intense forest fire using a laser and the abundance and molecular masses of desorbed organic compounds were recorded after ionization with tunable synchrotron ultraviolet vacuum ultraviolet radiation (VUV). We found that the mechanisms controlling the fate of proteins varied with mineralogy. Kaolinite adsorbed protein largely through hydrophobic interactions and produced negligible amounts of desorption fragments compared to birnessite, even at energy inputs equivalent to an intense forest fire. Acid birnessite adsorbed protein through coulombic forces at low energy levels, became a hydrolyzing catalyst at low energies and low pH and eventually turned into a reactant involving disintegration of both mineral and protein at higher energy inputs. Fragmentation of proteins was energy dependent, and did not occur below an energy threshold of 0.20 MW cm$^{-2}$. Neither signal abundance nor signal intensity were a function of protein size. Above the energy threshold value, -BG adsorbed to birnessite at pH 7 showed an increase in signal abundance with increasing energy applications. Signal intensities differed with adsorption pH for BSA but only at the highest energy level applied. Our results indicate that proteins adsorbed to kaolinite are likely to remain intact.
after exposure to the energy loads that may be experienced in natural wildfires. Protein fragmentation and concomitant loss of functionality must be expected in surface soils replete with pedogenic manganese oxides. It is conceivable that a 'fire-activated' mineral matrix may substitute some of the oxidative functionality towards organic matter that may have been lost in the course of protein fragmentation.
511. Introduction

The paradigm of “mineral control” (Torn et al. 1997) posits that the mineral matrix protects soil organic matter (SOM) against microbial decomposition by regulating accessibility and bioavailability of organic substrates through the processes of aggregation and adsorption. Past research into the phenomenon has concentrated on the stabilizing effects of the mineral matrix (Baldock and Skjemstad, 2000; Basile-Doelsch et al., 2007; Doetterl et al., 2015; Dungait et al., 2012; Kemmitt et al., 2008; Marin-Spiotta et al., 2008; Rasmussen et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2011; Torn et al., 2013), i.e. the ability of minerals to retard the decomposition of organic substrates. But this research focus is contrasted by long standing evidence for the ability of certain soil minerals to do the exact opposite: promote organic matter degradation by effectively oxidizing (Stone, 1987) and hydrolyzing (Torrents and Stone, 1993) a plethora of organic compounds. Apparently, the mineral matrix has a fundamental capacity to do both: protect organic substrates from decomposition as well as facilitate their disintegration.

Here we attempt to reconcile this apparent contradiction for a group of biomolecules that soil microorganisms deliberately release into the soil pore space to perform functions of critical importance to the ecosystem: extracellular enzymes. Extracellular enzymes are proteins designed to depolymerize soil organic matter (SOM) down to a molecular size small enough to enable passage through the cell wall for full mineralization. To successfully complete their task, extracellular enzymes need to be able to remain active within the soil pore space over reasonable time scales. This in turn means they must be able to survive contact with mineral surfaces with little or minor impediments to their biological functionality. In fact, eventual sorptive attachment to
mineral surfaces is not necessarily a bad outcome. Often a decrease in the catalytic
activity of enzymes is observed upon adsorption (Quiquampoix, 2008), but this tends to
go in hand with some degree of protection of the enzyme against microbial predation.
Hence an extension of functional life span may result, usually at a somewhat lesser
degree of catalytic efficiency than for the free enzyme (Yan et al., 2010), with some
noteworthy exceptions where enzymes have greater reaction rates when adsorbed then
when free (Allison, 2006; Fiorito et al., 2008). In short, attachment to mineral surfaces
appears to be both inevitable and a necessary part of the functional strategy for many, if
not all extracellular enzymes. But what if an enzyme encounters one of those minerals
that have the demonstrated ability (Sunda and Kieber 1994, Miltner et al 1999) to either
oxidize or hydrolyze organic substrates?
Phyllosilicates may be seen as agents of protection due to their sorptive capacity
but some have been observed to catalyze the oxidation of aromatic amines, degrade
pesticides and dehydrate glucose (Filip et al., 1977; Gonzalez and Laird, 2006). Oxidation sites for phenolic compounds are thought to be located on the crystal edges of
phyllosilicates, where transition metals within the octahedral layers are exposed.
Phyllosilicates may also concentrate oxygen molecules or reactive oxygen species on
their surfaces, which can facilitate the oxidation of aromatics compounds (Thompson and
Moll, 1973). In temporarily reducing environments, Fe-oxides may become sources of Fe
(II), which can become involved in the oxidation of SOM through Fenton reactions and
can increase short-term C mineralization up to 270%. (Hall and Silver, 2013). While
phyllosilicates and pedogenic Fe-oxides are conventionally seen as protective of organic
matter with some minor potential for indirect enhancement of degradation, the opposite
can be said for manganese oxides. The most common clay-sized Mn (IV) oxide in soil, birnessite, has been observed to cleave aromatic rings in phenols, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and other aromatic derivatives through oxidation reactions (Chang Chien et al., 2009; McBride, 1989; Rao et al., 2008; Stone, 1987; Villalobos et al., 2014). The dissolved organic carbon (DOC) from forest litter lost aromatic functional groups after interacting with birnessite (Chorover and Amistadi, 2001). Alkali extracted and operationally defined "fulvic" and "humic" substances interacted with manganese oxide to yield acetaldehyde, pyruvate, and formaldehyde (Sunda and Kieber, 1994).

Reports of the fate of proteins at oxidizing/hydrolyzing mineral surfaces are scarce but particularly revealing. A prion protein was fully fragmented in soil upon interacting with birnessite in solution at pH 5 (Russo et al., 2009). Protein disintegration after contact with birnessite surfaces was recently corroborated by Reardon et al. (2016) and the mechanism of fragmentation identified as hydrolysis. The reports of Russo et al (2009) and Reardon et al. (2016) are in contrast to the work of Naidja et al. (2002), who identified birnessite as a strong adsorbent for protein. If we assume both types of observations to be valid, i.e. when birnessite can act towards protein as both, protective sorbent and fragmenting catalyst, then we need to identify mechanisms and circumstances that determine when a mineral surface changes its role.

To constrain this issue it is useful to recall that the main mechanisms of protein – mineral interactions include hydrogen bonding, electrostatic attraction and repulsion, hydrophobic interactions, and entropy driven conformational change (Chaperon et al, 2013, Boyd and Mortland 1990, Craig and Collins 2002). Among these four mechanisms, electrostatic interactions are the ones that are most susceptible to environmental controls
such as soil pH and should therefore receive particular attention. The remaining three factors (hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding and ability to change conformation upon adsorption) are largely determined by protein type and molecular size (Balcke et al., 2002; Sander et al., 2010). We deduced that an attempt to investigate the requirements for an abrupt change in the quality of mineral – organic interactions should include some variation in protein size and in protein responsiveness to electrostatic forces, the former reflected in molecular mass and the latter modified by variation of the isoelectric point of the protein (Norde, 2008; Quiquampoix et al., 1995). We further decided to vary energy input to the system based on a recent observation of temperature-induced variation in the abiotic reactivity of mineral surfaces. This phenomenon was observed by Bach et al. (2013) and Blankinship et al. (2014) who independently performed measurements of polyphenol oxidase (PPO) and peroxidase (PER) enzyme activities in soil samples. In their attempt to quantify any background contribution of the mineral matrix, Bach et al. (2013) and Blankinship et al. (2014) autoclaved and/or combusted their soils to sterilize and completely denature the enzymes and thus eliminated any enzymatic contribution to their assays. Yet some of the combusted and autoclaved soils degraded the aromatic test substrate (L-DOPA) to a larger extent than the living, enzyme bearing soils, with soils combusted at 500 °C showing greater efficacy than autoclaved soils. This observations led us to speculate that external energy input, as it occurs in the topsoils of many fire-prone ecosystems, may have the potential to enhance the general capacity of the mineral matrix to fragment organic matter and may potentially act to convert “sorptive” into “reactive” mineral surfaces.
Consequently, the overarching goal of this research was to contribute to a mechanistic understanding of the dual role of mineral surfaces as both (i) stabilizing agents for soil protein and (ii) catalysts or reactants involved in their abiotic fragmentation. Previous evidence from Russo et al (2007) and Reardon et al (2016) indicates that acid birnessite has the capacity to fragment proteins in aqueous systems, but did not investigate the reactivity of minerals towards proteins in the absence of the aqueous phase, such as in periodically dry topsoils. Hence, our conceptual approach was to document the fate of protein on dry mineral surfaces of different potential surface reactivity while varying four known controls on protein-mineral interactions:

(i) protein size (measured in kDa),
(ii) mineral surface type (sorbent type versus known catalyst/reactant type mineral)
(iii) surface charge status of proteins and minerals as controlled by soil pH (varying pH as well as the isoelectric point of the proteins and the point of zero charge of the minerals),
(iv) the energy input to the protein-mineral association (subjecting the protein-mineral system to progressively higher inputs of precisely dosed laser energy)

Our experimental design consisted of reacting two types of protein with two kinds of minerals in a slurry at two pH levels bracketing the main pH region for many soils (pH 5 and pH 7). After drying on an inert silica wafer, the protein-mineral mixtures were inserted into a vacuum chamber, subjected to a defined input of laser energy and the abundance and chemical composition of desorbed organic compounds was recorded after VUV ionization using a time of flight Mass Spectrometer. To do so, we took advantage of a respective experimental setup at Beamline 9.0.2 of the Advanced Light Source at Berkeley, CA. Our experimental approach allowed us to test the following hypotheses:
The extent of protein adsorption at a mineral surface will be proportional to the extent of attractive electrostatic interactions.

With constant protein size and pH, fragmentation is a function of mineralogy, even in the absence of an aqueous phase.

The number of peptide signals in the mass spectrum is a function of:

a) protein size (constant energy and pH)

b) pH (constant energy and protein size)

c) energy applied (constant protein size and pH)

With constant protein size and pH, the intensity of signals in the mass spectrum is a function of energy applied.

2. Materials and Methods

We selected Beta-Glucosidase (BG) and Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) to achieve variation in size and isoelectric point (pI) of the protein. These were adsorbed to acid birnessite (catalyst/reactant type mineral) and kaolinite (sorbent type mineral). The proteins were allowed to interact with the minerals at pH 5 and pH 7 to create variation in the extent of electrostatic attraction and repulsion between constituents (Figure 1).

**Figure 1**

**Insert here**

1. **Materials and Methods**

2.1 Materials

We selected Beta-Glucosidase (BG) and Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) to achieve variation in size and isoelectric point (pI) of the protein. These were adsorbed to acid birnessite (catalyst/reactant type mineral) and kaolinite (sorbent type mineral). The proteins were allowed to interact with the minerals at pH 5 and pH 7 to create variation in the extent of electrostatic attraction and repulsion between constituents (Figure 1).
Beta-glucosidase and Bovine Serum Albumin were obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used directly from their containers. Acid Birnessite was synthesized using the protocol described by Villalobos et al. (2003) and purified with a 1000 kDa dialysis tube until conductivity of supernatant was less than 40 μS cm⁻¹. The dialyzed acid birnessite was freeze-dried and stored at room temperature in amber glass bottles. Kaolinite (KGa-1b) was ordered from the Clay Minerals Society Source Clays and exchanged with sodium chloride. The Na-kaolinite was washed until ionic conductivity was less than 40 μS cm⁻¹ and freeze-dried. The point of zero charge for acid birnessite was measured using Prolonged Salt Titration (PST) method (reported in SI). The general properties of the protein and minerals are reported in Table 1.

2.2. Development of a variable to quantify the extent of electrostatic attraction

To assess the dependence of protein adsorption on electrostatic attraction, we developed a simple procedure to estimate the extent of opposite charge overlap between the protein and the mineral. The underlying reasoning is as follows. Maximum electrostatic attraction between a protein and a mineral will occur when the total net surface charge of either reaction partner has opposite sign, a situation that we consider as "maximum overlap of opposing charges". At pH ranges typically found in soils, the proteins and minerals chosen for this study will carry variable proportions of both, positive and negative charges. In our system, a situation of near total overlap (i.e. one reactant being overwhelmingly positively charged while the other is overwhelmingly...
negatively charged) occurs at pH 5, where both minerals are negatively charged and beta-glucosidase is positively charged (Figure 1). The degree of 'charge overlap' given in Figure 1 was calculated as follows: The fraction of positive charge on the protein \((Y_B)\) was calculated with equation 1 using the protein's isoelectric point (pI).

\[
Y_B = \frac{\text{Total Charge}}{1 + 10^{pH-pI}} \quad (1)
\]

The fraction of positive charge on the mineral \((Y_A)\) was calculated with equation 2 using the mineral’s point of zero charge (PZC). The fraction of negative charge on the mineral \((X_A)\) was then calculated by subtracting the positive charge from the total charge, which was set at unity (Equation 3). The positive charge of the protein was subtracted from the total charge (also at unity) to yield the fraction of negative charge of the protein \((X_B)\). The fractions of charge are indicated in Table 2.

\[
Y_A = \frac{\text{Total Charge}}{1 + 10^{pH-pzc}} \quad (2)
\]

\[
X_B = \text{Total Charge} - Y_B \quad (3)
\]

\[
X_A = \text{Total Charge} - Y_A \quad (4)
\]

These values were used to calculate the extent of opposite charge overlap between protein and minerals \((\alpha)\) at typical soil pH values of 5 and 7, using Equation 5. The overlap of opposite charges can be seen as a coarse proxy for the potential strength of electrostatic attractions between the proteins and the minerals.

\[
\alpha = |X_B - X_A| = |Y_B - Y_A| \quad (5)
\]
The α values generated in equations 5 are reported for our experimental set up as proportion of total charge and reported as a percentage (Figure 1).

2.3 Development of a variable to estimate potential contribution of conformational change to protein adsorption

Soft proteins undergo conformational change upon adsorption onto a surface. They occur at a pH near or at the isoelectric point of a protein. At the isoelectric point, volume can shrink in size, which allows more molecules to be packed onto a surface (Norde 2008). We defined the difference between the adsorption pH and the pI as a proxy for eventual conformational change (ν). As pH nears the pI or ν is smaller, we expect volume changes (ν) to have greater influence on the amount of protein adsorbed (q).

\[ \nu = f\left|pH_{Adsortion} - pH_{pI}\right| \]

2.4 Protein adsorption to mineral surfaces

Protein-mineral samples were prepared at pH 5 with 100 mM sodium acetate and pH 7 with 100 mM TRIS buffer. Beta-Glucosidase (BG) and Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) were dissolved in buffers at a concentration of 3 mg/mL (Cᵢ). The 1.00 mL of protein solution was mixed for every 20 mg of Kaolinite and Acid Birnessite (mᵢnₑᵣ). The samples were mixed and allowed to sit for 24 hours at 20 °C. Unadsorbed protein was removed by centrifuging at 11,700 rcf for 40 minutes and pipetting out the supernatant. The concentration of protein in the supernatant, or the equilibrium (Cₑᵣ) was determined using UV-Vis spectroscopy at 280nm. The protein-mineral pellets were
washed with buffer by re-suspending the pellet and centrifuging the samples. The supernatant was removed and the process was repeated once more. The amount of protein adsorbed onto the mineral surfaces were calculated with the following equation:

\[ q = \frac{\text{volume} (C_i - C_{eq})}{m_{\text{mineral}}} \]  

To test the effects of electrostatic interactions on protein adsorption, we performed linear regression analyses to obtain slopes, coefficients of determination, and P-values for the dependence of q on electrostatic interaction parameters. Multi linear regressions analysis was also used to test whether there were significant interactions between parameters.

2.5 Laser Desorption Post Ionization Mass Spectrometry of Protein-Mineral samples

Sample preparation for laser desorption post-ionization mass spectrometry (LDPI-MS) was done by suspending the protein-mineral pellets with 1.0 mL MilliQ water. The suspension was transferred to a silicon wafer and allowed to dry in a desiccator for 2 days before analysis by LDPI-MS. The samples were placed on the platform in the LDPI-MS and analyzed under vacuum. A 349 nm Nd:YLF laser with a focus spot of ~15 μm was used to irradiate the sample at 8.5 ns pulses using linear raster scanning over 18 mm at a rate of 2mm/s with the laser at varying energy levels. Expressed in commonly used power density units, the energy applied spanned a range from 0.05 to 1.84 MW cm\(^{-2}\). To relate experimental settings to the conditions observed during natural wild fires, power densities were converted to fire line intensity units (kW m\(^{-1}\)) defined as the rate of energy or heat release per unit length of fire front (Byram, 1959). A conversion table is provided in Table S4.
The fragments desorbed by the laser were then ionized with vacuum ultraviolet radiation (VUV) at a constant energy of 10.5 eV (Liu et al., 2013). The ions were then detected with the mass spectrometer with a detection limit of 3000 mass per charge (m/z).

We used the following parameters to interpret and describe the results from LDPI-MS analysis. The total ion count (TIC) is the number of peaks times their intensity (unit: total detector counts) and is used to describe the magnitude of overall signal generation. The signal intensity parameter is the magnitude of a single peak (unit: counts per specific mass), which provides the contribution of single mass to the mass spectrum. Finally, we use the term signal abundance (unit: number of signals of interest observed) to refer to the number of individual discernable peaks as a proxy for the extent of fragmentation.

3. Results

3.1 Charge overlap and conformational change explain protein adsorption

The amount of protein adsorbed on kaolinite decreased in a strong linear relationship as $\alpha$ increased (Figure 2A). This was contrasted with the strong positive linear relationship observed between $\alpha$ and protein adsorption onto birnessite. The relationship between $q$ and $\alpha$ was statistically significant for both minerals at $p < 0.01$. The influence of conformational change ($\nu$) to protein adsorption is illustrated by plotting $q$ as a function of $\nu$ (Figure 2B). There was a slight increase in $q$ for kaolinite samples when pH was closer to the pI (Figure 2C). A similar weak linear relationship between $q$ and $\nu$ was observed for birnessite samples (Figure 2D). When fitting a linear function, a trend was apparent which was not statistically significant. A multilinear regression model
including interactions between opposite charge overlap ($\alpha$) and conformational change ($\nu$) were able to explain 90% of variability for kaolinite samples. The same multi linear regression model for birnessite explained 68% of the variability in the data (Table S1).

3.2 Total ion counts and mass spectra include signals from buffer and birnessite

Laser application to birnessite control samples (birnessite plus sodium acetate and birnessite plus Tris buffer) released ions with masses greater than 200 Dalton (Figure 3) in the absence of protein. Such behavior was not observed on kaolinite samples. Birnessite plus Tris buffer had signals at 355.07, 428.98, 502.95, 552.95 and 626.90 m/z (Figure 3J-3I). The signals at 552.95 and 626.90 m/z were similarly found on birnessite samples with sodium acetate buffer along with new signals at 405.01 and 479.14 m/z (Figure 3K-3L). As these signals reached intensities comparable to signal intensities from protein-birnessite samples, the mass spectra of protein-mineral samples had to be scrutinized for unique signals that were not present in the mineral-buffer samples and only found in protein-containing samples (Figure 3).

3.3 The abundance of fragmentation products is a function of energy applied

It was possible to release compounds into the gas phase and subsequently ionize them using VUV radiation at all levels of energy input (0.05-1.84 MW cm$^{-2}$). Total ion counts
from mineral and protein phases generally increased with higher energy application, with some exceptions (Table 3). Unique signals from protein containing birnessite samples were not detected at energies below 0.20 MW cm\(^{-2}\) (Figure S4). Application of 1.28 MW cm\(^{-2}\) to BG samples at pH 7 did not generate unique signals from protein samples. When the laser energy was increased from 1.28 MW cm\(^{-2}\) to 1.84 MW cm\(^{-2}\), unique signals at 33408.31 m/z and 707.22 m/z appeared from BG at pH 7 (Figure 3F). For BG-birnessite samples at pH 5, increasing the energy level did increase the signal abundance of unique masses arising from protein containing samples (Figure 3G-H). The mass spectrum generated after applying 1.28 MW cm\(^{-2}\) to BSA adsorbed onto birnessite at pH 7 contained unique signals between 233.09 to 700.9 m/z (Figure 3A). When the energy was increased to 1.84 MW cm\(^{-2}\), new signals between 602.21 to 786.33 m/z appeared in BSA-birnessite samples adsorbed at pH 7 (Figure 3B). The BSA-birnessite-pH5 combination returned unique signals at 222.13 m/z, 244.26 m/z, and 429.47 m/z when 1.28 MW cm\(^{-2}\) of energy was applied (Figure 3C). Higher energy applications increased the unique signal abundance of the BSA-birnessite-pH 5 combination (Figure 3D). In general, increasing the energy application to BG- and BSA-birnessite samples adsorbed at pH 5 increased the signal abundance detected and the signal intensity of some peaks.

3.4 Protein fragmentation patterns differ between mineral surfaces

The majority of ionized compounds from protein-mineral samples were detected within a range of 0 to 1500 mass per charge (m/z). Signal intensities returned from
protein–birnessite combinations were significantly higher than those obtained from proteins adsorbed to kaolinite or Si wafer surfaces, which did not generate signal intensities above the noise level unless subjected to an energy density of 1.84 MW cm$^{-2}$). For this reason, all comparisons between protein-mineral combinations (Figure S5) were performed at that energy level. The maximum count intensities in the mass spectra generated for Si wafer and kaolinite samples were lower than 100 counts. But, depending on adsorption pH and type of protein, birnessite-protein samples returned total ion counts between 800 to 3600.

362[Insert Figure 4 here]

363

3643.5 Fragmentation signal intensities are not necessarily a function of protein size

365 Neither signal abundance nor total ion counts were a function of protein size Mass spectra obtained from protein–birnessite combinations at power densities above 0.20 MW cm$^{-2}$ were the only ones that had unique signals above the noise level. Among samples that had been adsorbed at pH 5, BG (135 kDa)-birnessite specimens generated higher total ion counts (TIC) than BSA (66.5 kDa)-birnessite samples (Table 3). At an adsorption pH of 7, BG-Birnessite TIC were higher than BSA-Birnessite at energy levels below 0.68 MW cm$^{-2}$ (Table 3). Above this energy, the smaller protein (BSA) generated greater total ion counts than the larger protein (BG). The BSA-birnessite samples showed greater unique signal abundance than BG-birnessite samples at pH 7 (Figure 3). Only at the highest energy application did BG-birnessite samples at pH 5 surpass the unique signal abundance of BSA-Birnessite samples at pH 5.
3.6 pH dependence of protein fragmentation

The only samples that had greater signal abundance at an acidic adsorption pH were BG-birnessite samples; for BSA-birnessite the signal abundance at pH 7 was greater than that at pH 5. BG adsorbed at pH 5 yielded greater TIC than BG adsorbed at pH 7, as energy was held constant (Table 3). We also noticed the presence of unique signals in the BG-birnessite mass spectrum at pH 5 that were not present for samples at pH 7 (Figure 3E-3H). In BSA-Birnessite samples, TIC was higher for samples at pH 5 than pH 7 when the energy levels were below 0.20 MW cm\(^{-2}\), but these total ion counts were primarily made up of signals from the buffer and birnessite. The TIC from BSA-birnessite samples at pH 7 surpassed TIC from samples at pH 5 when energy levels reached 0.20 MW cm\(^{-2}\). At 1.28 and 1.84 MW cm\(^{-2}\), BSA-birnessite specimens produced higher unique signal intensities at pH 7 than pH 5 (Figure 3A-3D).

3.7 Total ion counts as a function of power density

On all three mineral surface types, adsorbed protein generated largely similar total ion counts (TIC) as long as power densities were below 0.20 MW cm\(^{-2}\). Protein-birnessite combinations showed an exponential increase in total ion counts when power density was increased beyond 0.20 MW cm\(^{-2}\). But once energy applications were above that threshold, TIC from birnessite was generally higher than from kaolinite samples or Si wafer samples within the same energy level (Figure 5). In samples containing only
birnessite with buffer added, we observed an exponential increase of TIC with increasing energy (Figure 5). The TIC from kaolinite controls (mineral plus buffer) were much lower than the TIC from birnessite controls. For protein-birnessite at pH 5, higher TIC was detected than from birnessite controls. At pH 7, TIC from the birnessite control was mostly higher than TIC from protein-birnessite TIC with the exception of the birnessite-BSA combination at pH 7. Once an energy threshold of 0.20 MW cm$^{-2}$ was reached, TIC from BSA birnessite samples at pH 7 was higher than the TIC from the birnessite control and the TIC from the BG-Birnessite combination at pH 7. Addition of protein to kaolinite samples and subsequent exposure to a gradient of laser energies actually decreased the TIC in comparison to the TIC from the kaolinite control. This occurred regardless of pH or energy applied. The TIC detected from proteins added to polished Si wafers increased with application of laser energy. The TIC for protein-Si wafer combinations was similar between proteins and pH with the exception of BSA at pH 5. There was a decrease in TIC when laser energy went below 0.20 MW cm$^{-2}$ for the BSA-Si wafer combination for pH 5 samples. TIC from Si wafer combinations were similar in magnitude to TIC from Kaolinite samples. Overall, protein-birnessite combinations had much higher TIC than protein-kaolinite or protein-Si wafer combinations when applying energy above the 0.20 MW cm$^{-2}$ threshold.

4. Discussion

4.1 Adsorption mechanisms and protein fragmentation are mineral dependent
The extent of charge overlap predicted protein adsorption in kaolinite and in birnessite. In kaolinite samples, more protein was adsorbed when protein and mineral had like charges, in birnessite, the opposite was observed (Figure 2 a,b). This apparent contradiction can be rationalized by considering significant differences in surface charge characteristics and the surface area between these minerals (Table 1). Acid birnessites have a larger reservoir of negative charge on its surface, between 63 to 240 meq charge \( \times 100g^{-1} \), compared to kaolinite’s reservoir of 3.0 meq charge \( \times 100g^{-1} \) (Borden and Giese, 2001; Golden, 1986). Kaolinite contains very little permanent negative charge on its basal siloxane surface. The siloxane surface of kaolinite has greater hydrophobic character than other phyllosilicates with greater permanent charge from isomorphic substitution. (Jaynes and Boyd, 1991). This hydrophobic character was found to be responsible for the irreversible adsorption of operationally defined “humic substances” onto kaolinite (Balcke et al 2002). Thus, conditions disfavoring electrostatic attraction could favor hydrophobic interactions between proteins and kaolinite. The contrasting results between \( \alpha \) and \( q \) indicate that the controlling mechanisms for protein adsorption differ between kaolinite and birnessite.

The appearance of unique signals from protein-mineral combinations is interpreted as evidence of protein fragmentation. We found that unique signals were only in acid birnessite samples and not kaolinite, making protein fragmentation mineral dependent as well. Past research has identified birnessite as a sorbent for protein (Naidja et al., 2002), but more recent evidence has shown birnessite can break apart proteins in acidic aqueous systems (Russo et al 2009) and generate peptide fragments < 1000 Da (Reardon et al 2016). Kaolinite seems to function as a sorbent even after energy...
applications that simulate intense forest fires. Our research also exhibits the dichotomy of
birnessite by confirming the importance of both pH (greater mineral reactivity with lower
pH) and energy input (change from passive sorbent to chemical reactant) for the overall
reactivity of birnessite.

4.2 Birnessite is more susceptible to disintegration than kaolinite

Contrary to kaolinite controls (= kaolinite plus buffer), birnessite controls
(birnessite plus buffer) responded to energy input with the production of signals that were
tentatively identified as organomanganese complexes (see Supplemental Information).
The breakdown of birnessite as the energy application increases makes it less likely to be
candidate for a catalyst. The susceptibility of birnessite to disintegrate after applying
increasing amounts of energy was muted in the presence of protein. This phenomenon
can be rationalized by considering the significantly lower threshold of birnessite for
mineral transformations. Temperatures must reach 550°C until dehydroxylation occurs in
kaolinite and 1000°C until it transforms into the aluminum oxide Mullite (Insley and
Ewell 1935, Glass 1954). In contrast, the dehydration of the birnessite surface and
interlayers occurs between the temperatures of 25°C-200°C, which can modify the
layered structure (Ghodbane et al., 2010). We deduce that high laser energies change the
role of the mineral birnessite towards proteins from that of a sorbent surface with some
catalytic capabilities in aqueous low temperature systems (Reardon et al 2016, Russo et al
2009) to that of a chemical reactant. The energetic threshold for this conversion seems to
be in the vicinity of 0.2 MW cm⁻².
Energy dependence of fragmentation shows a threshold

The energy range of 0.20-1.84 MW cm$^{-2}$ used in our experiments equates fireline intensities between 47.8-433.7 kW m$^{-1}$ (Table S3), well within the range of fire line intensities calculated for fires with fuel beds of scrubland, grasslands, and pine litter with grass understory (Alexander and Cruz, 2012). Both signal abundance and total ion counts of all protein-mineral combinations dependent on the applied power density. In previous work, the LDPI-MS technique was able to detect nearly intact DNA and RNA with minimal fragmentation, despite the fact that those molecules were subjected to internal temperatures of above 670 K (Kostko et al 2011). This can be taken to indicate that little fragmentation should be expected even at high energy applications unless the mineral support surface acts as either catalyst or reactant towards the sorbate. We observed an energy threshold at 0.20 MW cm$^{-2}$ where TIC increased exponentially for birnessite samples and the concomitant appearance of unique protein fragmentation products. These products were not observed in kaolinite samples. This could mean that we may not have applied enough energy to observe the threshold phenomena in the kaolinite samples.

Energy input apparently also controls the reaction mechanism between protein and birnessite: At low energy/temperature and circumneutral pH, birnessite may just act as a sorbent. With decreasing pH, but still at low (environmental) energy/temperature, birnessite becomes a catalyst for the hydrolysis of protein. With high energy inputs above a threshold value corresponding to 0.2 MW cm$^{-2}$, the birnessite crystal structure begins to break apart and the mineral changes its role again to become a reactant forming Mn-organic compounds. Protein interactions with kaolinite show minor energy dependence but significant variation between individual proteins and as a function of pH.
Fragmentation of sorbed protein by acid birnessite is not mediated by hydrolysis

The unique signals found in the mass spectra of protein-birnessite samples did not match hydrolysis reaction products of BSA and BG. Previous studies have demonstrated birnessite’s capacity to oxidize biomolecules (Laha and Luthy, 1990) and catalytically cleave proteins through hydrolysis (Reardon et al, 2016). We were interested in determining if hydrolysis was still the mechanism responsible for fragmentation of a sorbed protein under dry conditions. If birnessite breaks apart proteins through hydrolysis, the cleavage would be between the amide bonds, generating recognizable peptides and amino acids. But if birnessite oxidizes proteins, the products would not match the hydrolysis byproducts. Protein oxidation could occur through a multitude of pathways that can generate cross-linked proteins, oxidized side chains, carbonylation and fragmentation products that do not align with hydrolysis products (Berlett and Stadtman, 1997). A list of masses generated by hydrolytic cleavage of BSA and BG by Proteinase K, a broad cleavage activity enzyme, was compiled in order to compare them to the unique masses. There were no matches between the unique signals and the hydrolysis products. Even after accounting for possible oxidation of aromatic side chains (Table S5), it is possible that the hydrolyzed peptides, as detected by Reardon et al (2016), could have initially been removed when the supernatant of the unadsorbed protein was separated from the solid phase. We were only observing the fate of residual protein or peptides on the mineral surfaces and not the peptides released into solution. The addition of energy to protein-birnessite samples may shift the mechanism of fragmentation from hydrolysis in low energy and aqueous systems to an oxidative reactant under dry conditions.
Greater protein size does not lead to more fragmentation products

Laser desorption mass spectrometry has previously been applied to detect fragments from medium range molecules, such as antibiotics, biofilms and peptides (Blaze et al., 2011; Gasper et al., 2010). The LPDI-MS instrument can detect single charge species up to 3000 Dalton. We found protein size did not control the amount of fragmentation products or total ion counts after interaction with a reactive mineral surface. Based on a known positive linear relationship between protein adsorption and the molecular mass of a protein (Harter and Stozky 1971) we initially hypothesized that larger proteins would mean more extensive contact with the mineral surface. The more amino acids in contact with the surface, the greater amounts of fragmentation we expected to observe. Surprisingly, the combination of the smaller protein BSA with birnessite at pH 7 had the lowest amount of protein adsorbed but the highest TIC and unique fragmentation product signals.

Acidic pH enhances birnessite reactivity for BG

A low adsorption pH enhanced fragmentation and total ion counts for beta-glucosidase (BG) samples but not for Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA). For BG containing samples, fragmentation by birnessite was greater at pH 5 than at pH 7, which is in line with previous observations (Reardon et al. 2016, Russo et al. 2009). Enhanced reactivity of birnessite at acidic pH may be facilitated by increased positive charge of amide functional groups aiding in electrostatic attraction (Laha et al. 1990). But the detection of greater total ion counts and unique signal abundances at 1.84 MW cm$^{-2}$ for BSA samples at pH 7 than pH 5 seems to contradict the previous observations in protein-birnessite...
studies. We have no immediate mechanistic explanation for this phenomenon and suggest that it be examined in future investigations.

5. Conclusion

Probably the most significant outcome of our investigation is the insight that protein behavior at mineral surfaces cannot easily be generalized across different minerals. The fate of two proteins differing in mass and surface charge properties was observed to vary individually and as a function of pH, mineral type and energy applied. On kaolinite (a phyllosilicate that can be considered ubiquitous in most soils of the planet), both of the proteins investigated here adsorbed largely through mechanisms other than electrostatic interactions and showed little evidence that their overall response to experimental treatments was significantly modified by the sorbent surface. On birnessite, adsorption occurred mainly through electrostatic interactions. Individual proteins responded differently to the birnessite surface but here their response included fragmentation, whose extent was modified by pH and the magnitude of energy input. Complicating matters further, birnessite appears to change its role in the interaction from sorbent surface over catalyst to chemical reactant, depending on the pH and the energetic status of the system. While our focus was directed at the fate of protein in soil, the observations made also offer some tentative mechanisms for previous observations (Bach et al., 2013; Blankinship et al., 2014), of a significant ability of thermally treated soils to break down other organic substrates.
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Table 1. Properties of the proteins and minerals used in this experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Isoelectric point (pH)</th>
<th>Molecular Weight (kDa)</th>
<th>Extinction coefficient (M⁻¹ cm⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beta Glucosidase (BG)</td>
<td>7.3&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>135&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>43824&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA)</td>
<td>5.6&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>66.4&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>95310&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>Point of Zero Charge (pH)</th>
<th>Cation Exchange Capacity (meq 100g⁻¹)</th>
<th>Surface Area (m² g⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaolinite (KGa-1)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.0&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>10.05 +/- 0.02&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid Birnessite</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>63-240&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>40.5 +/- 3&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Grover et al. (1977), <sup>b</sup> Putnam (1975), <sup>c</sup> Hirayama et al. (1990), <sup>d</sup> Gasteiger et al. (2005), <sup>e</sup> Borden and Giese (2001), <sup>f</sup> Schroth and Sposito (1996), <sup>g</sup> Golden (1986), <sup>h</sup> McKenzie (1981)
Table 2. Positive (+) and negative (-) surface charge of protein and mineral surfaces at pH 5 and pH 7 calculated from the point of zero charge (pzc) and the isoelectric point (pl).

Values reported as percent total charge and were calculated using equations 1 through 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pH 5</th>
<th>pH 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Charged</td>
<td>- Charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>Surface (%)</td>
<td>Surface (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Glucosidase</td>
<td>99.50</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine Serum Albumin</td>
<td>79.92</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral</td>
<td>pH 5</td>
<td>pH 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Charged</td>
<td>- Charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birnessite</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaolinite</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Comparison between total ion counts of Beta-Glucosidase and Bovine Serum Albumin samples detected off Birnessite at pH 5 and pH 7 with increasing energy applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Applied</th>
<th>1/Energy Applied</th>
<th>pH 5</th>
<th>pH 7</th>
<th>pH 5</th>
<th>pH 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MW cm(^{-2})</td>
<td>1/MW cm(^{-2})</td>
<td>Beta-Glucosidase</td>
<td>Bovine Serum Albumin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>6,355</td>
<td>1,987</td>
<td>4,493</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>4,852</td>
<td>2,873</td>
<td>3,532</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>5,320</td>
<td>2,318</td>
<td>3,515</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>5,083</td>
<td>2,589</td>
<td>3,769</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>5,267</td>
<td>2,151</td>
<td>4,295</td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5,728</td>
<td>2,862</td>
<td>2,289</td>
<td>884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6,507</td>
<td>2,677</td>
<td>2,487</td>
<td>921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>15,200</td>
<td>7,684</td>
<td>6,580</td>
<td>20,695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>78,667</td>
<td>80,700</td>
<td>47,871</td>
<td>334,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>317,420</td>
<td>315,000</td>
<td>19,916</td>
<td>1,147,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 Diagrams indicating potential for attractive electrostatic interactions between proteins and minerals at pH 5 and pH 7. Bars with (+) indicate proportion of surface that has positive charge. A bar with (-) indicates proportion of surface with has negative charge. The proportion of surface charge for Beta-Glucosidase (BG) and Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) were calculated from the isoelectric point and reported in Table 2. The proportion of surface charges for Kaolinite (Kao) and Birnessite (Birn) were calculated from point of zero charge.
Figure 2. The amount of protein adsorbed onto kaolinite (open triangles) and birnessite (closed squares) as a function of opposite overlap charge ($\alpha$) and the pH distance from the isoelectric point ($\nu$). Each symbol represents a mean with an n=3. The error bars represent the standard deviation. Bold lines represent strong correlation and dashed lines represent weaker correlations.
Figure 3. Mass spectra from birnessite+buffer samples (I-L) were compared to protein+birnessite+buffer samples (A-H) to identify the presence of peaks only found in protein containing samples between 200-800 mass per charge (m/z). Samples of Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) on birnessite containing Tris buffer at pH 7 with A) 1.27 MW cm$^{-2}$ and B) 1.84 MW cm$^{-2}$ energy applied. Similar conditions were used for BSA on birnessite samples with Sodium Acetate buffer at pH 5 for C) 1.27 MW cm$^{-2}$ and D) 1.84 MW cm$^{-2}$. Mass spectra of Beta-Glucosidase (BG) on birnessite containing Tris buffer with E) 1.27 MW cm$^{-2}$ and F) 1.84 MW cm$^{-2}$ energy applied. Conditions were replicated
for BG on birnessite containing sodium acetate buffer for G) and H). Samples of
birnessite containing only Tris buffer at pH 7 released ions when I) 1.27 MW cm\(^{-2}\) and J) 1.84 MW cm\(^{-2}\) of energy was applied. Birnessite samples containing sodium acetate at pH 5 released ions after application of K) 1.27 MW cm\(^{-2}\) and L) 1.84 MW cm\(^{-2}\). Peaks highlighted in birnessite samples containing Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) and Beta-Glucosidase (BG) are unique peaks that are not found in birnessite buffer samples or have higher signal intensity than birnessite-buffer peaks. Peaks from birnessite buffer samples were underlined. Mass spectra shown here are from the two highest energy applications.
Figure 4. Comparison between mass spectra from Beta-Glucosidase (BG) and Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) desorbed off Birnessite (top), Kaolinite (middle) and Si wafer (bottom) at pH 5 and pH 7. Energy applied to all samples was 1.84 MW cm\(^{-2}\). Breaks were added at 85% of the scale to focus on peaks not from the buffers.
Figure 5. Total Ion counts of samples on birnessite (left), kaolinite (middle), and Si wafer (right). X-axis arranged to show increasing application of energy towards the right. TIC below energy threshold show linear trend on log$_{10}$ y-axis. After 0.2 MW cm$^{-2}$, exponential increase of TIC observed.